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FINANCE ACT 2015

EXPLANATORY NOTES

INTRODUCTION

Section 32 and Schedule 2: Restrictions Applying to Certain Deductions Made by
Banking Companies

Details of the Schedule

Part 1: New Part 7A CTA 2010

Chapter 3 – Restriction on obtaining certain deductions

8. New section 269C gives an overview of the Chapter.

9. New subsections 269CA(1) and (2) create a restriction on the amount of pre- 1 April
2015 carried forward trading losses that a banking company can use in calculating its
taxable total profits for an accounting period. The company can only use enough of
these losses to cover 50 percent of the ‘relevant trading profits’ as defined by new
section 269I.

10. New subsection 269CA(3) dis-applies the restriction where the company has no profits
against which pre-2015 carried forward trading losses could be set.

11. New subsection 269CA(4) defines pre-2015 carried forward trading losses as trading
losses carried-forward in accounting periods ending before 1 April 2015, including
notional periods ending 1 April 2015 as a consequence of paragraph 6 of this Schedule.

12. New subsection 269CA(5) indicates sections regarding situations where the restriction
on deduction does not apply.

13. New subsections 269CB(1) and (2) create a restriction on the amount of pre-2015
carried forward non-trading deficit that a banking company can use in calculating its
taxable total profits for an accounting period. The company can only use enough of
these deficits to cover 50 percent of the ‘relevant non-trading profits’ as defined by new
section 269J.

14. New subsection 269CB(3) dis-applies the restriction where the company has no profits
against which pre-2015 carried forward non-trading deficit could be set.

15. New subsection 269CB(4) defines pre-2015 carried forward non-trading deficit as
non-trading deficit carried-forward in accounting periods ending before 1 April 2015,
including notional periods ending 1 April 2015 as a consequence of paragraph 6 of this
Schedule.

16. New subsection 269CB(5) clarifies that references to non-trading profits in new
subsection 269CB(4) take the same meaning as section 457 of the Corporation Tax Act
2009.
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17. New subsection 269CB(6) indicates sections regarding situations where the restriction
on deduction does not apply.

18. New subsections 269CC(1) and (2) create a restriction on the amount of pre-2015
carried forward management expenses that a banking company can use in calculating
its taxable total profits for an accounting period.

19. New subsection 269CC(3) dis-applies the restriction where the company has no profits
against which pre-2015 carried forward management expenses could be set.

20. New subsections 269CC(4) to (6) define pre-2015 carried forward management
expenses as management expenses carried-forward in accounting periods ending before
1 April 2015, including notional periods ending 1 April 2015 as a consequence
of paragraph 6 of this Schedule. New subsection 269CC(4) also indicates sections
regarding situations where the restriction on deduction does not apply.

21. New subsection 269CC(7) establishes that the amount of pre-2015 management
expenses that can be allowed is the balance of 50 percent of the relevant profits, after
reduction by pre-2015 carried forward trading losses and pre-2015 carried forward non-
trading deficits.

22. New subsection 269CD(1) establishes how relevant trading profits, relevant non-
trading profits, and relevant profits are calculated. The calculation in this subsection
should be performed before a calculation of the banking company’s ‘total profits’ or
‘taxable total profits’ for the purposes of section 4 of CTA 2010, and any amounts of
relief the company uses in this calculation will be the same in the calculations for the
purposes of section 4.

23. In order to calculate a banking company’s ‘total profits’ it will be necessary to first
establish the amount of pre-2015 carried forward trading losses and non-trading loan
relationship deficits that will be available following the restriction under this Part.

24. As management expenses are the first relief against total profits (section 1219(1A) of
CTA 2009) it will also be necessary to establish the amount of pre-2015 management
expenses available to the company for the purposes of calculating other reliefs against
total profits in the calculation of the company’s taxable total profits.

25. When relief claimed or otherwise allowed is factored into a calculation under this
section, it is done on the basis that no pre-2015 carried forward trading losses, non-
trading loan relationship deficits or management expenses are available; the amount of
relief claimed or otherwise allowed as used in the calculation under this section is then
the amount of relief that will be claimed or otherwise allowed in the banking company’s
calculations for the purposes of section 4 of CTA 2010. Hence, by first performing a
calculation under this section in interaction with the rest of this Part, it is possible to
establish the amounts of pre-2015 relief available to the company.

26. New subsection 269CD(2) lists the reliefs that should not be included in the calculation
of relevant profits. Reliefs carried back from later periods are included, so these can be
in effect be claimed against the 50 percent of profits remaining.

27. New section 269CE excludes from the restriction any carried forward reliefs that arose
in an accounting period ending before the accounting period in which a company began
to carry on relevant regulated activity. Where a company begins to carry on relevant
regulated activity part way through an accounting period, there is no requirement to
apportion the period for these purposes. Relevant regulated activity is defined in new
section 269D, it is not the same as the full definition of a banking company for the
purposes of the Part. Relevant regulated activity includes activity of a type that would
be regulated under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 even if the company
carrying on the activity is not regulated under that Act.
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28. New subsections 269CF(1) to (3) remove relevant carried forward losses from the
restriction where they have arisen in the first five years of a company beginning to
undertake relevant regulated activity. This ensures that expenses made during the start-
up period of entering the banking sector are not subject to the restriction.

29. New subsection 269CF(4) ensures that reliefs generated in the start-up period are
taken to have been used before any reliefs that arose after the start-up period, so that
(unrestricted) start-up losses are taken to have been used before (restricted) relief that
arose after the start-up period when establishing what relevant carried forward losses
remain to a company at 1 April 2015.

30. New subsection 269CF(5) and (6) give rules for apportioning a company’s accounting
period that is split by the end of the five year start-up period.

31. New subsection 269CF(7) brings the three reliefs affected by the Part into the definition
of ‘relevant carried forward loss’ for this section.

32. New subsection 269CF(8) directs to the following section for the definition of start-
up period.

33. New subsection 269CG(1) defines the start-up period as five years from the day
on which a company first undertook relevant regulated activity. This period may be
curtailed when a company changes groups. A company is tested on when it begins to
carry on relevant regulated activity (defined in new section 269BB) instead of when it
became a banking company for the purposes of this Part.

34. New subsections 269CG(2) and (3) applies where the company is a member of a group
which contains other members who began to carry on relevant regulated activities not
more than five years before the company. The start-up period for that company ends
when the five years ends for the earliest group member.

35. New subsection 269CG(4) applies where the company is a member of the group which
contains other members who began to carry on relevant regulated activities more than
five years before the company; the company has no start-up period.

36. New subsections 269CG(5) and (6) apply where the company becomes a member of
a different group during its start-up period. If the company represents a significant
proportion of the relevant regulated activity of the group it joins then its start-up period
will not change; if it does not then it will inherit the earliest start date in the group (see
subsections (2) to (4)), which may mean the company has no start-up period.

37. New subsections 269CG(7) and (8) apply where one or more companies undertaking
relevant regulated activity join the group the company with a start-up period is a
member of. If the new companies represent a significant proportion of the relevant
regulated activity of the group and they have an earlier start date, then the company
will inherit that start date (see subsections (2) to (4)), which may mean the company
has no start-up period.

38. New subsection 269CG(9) includes joining a partnership in references to joining a
group within the section.

39. New subsection 269CG(10) refers to new section 269CL for a definition of first
beginning to carry on relevant regulated activity.

40. New section 269CH allows banking companies to use an amount of carried forward
loss allowance to designate relevant carried-forward losses, within the meaning in new
section 269N, as unrestricted so that the restriction within this Part does not apply.

41. The banking companies able to benefit from this section are building societies and
companies which have been allocated an amount of carried-forward loss allowance
under either of new sections 269CI or 269CJ. Building societies are those within the
meaning of the Building Societies Act 1986.
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42. The designation under this section is done in the banking company’s tax return (see
new Part 9E of Schedule 18 to Finance Act 1998 (FA 1998)).

43. A building society has an initial amount of £25,000,000 of carried-forward loss
allowance which it can use to designate under this section. This amount is reduced
where a building society designates an amount of carried-forward losses as unrestricted,
or where a building society allocates an amount of the allowance to another company it
its group under new sections 269CI or 269CJ. A building society may also re-allocate
allowance back to itself under new section 269CJ.

44. For companies in the building society’s group, the amount of allowance is the amount
allocated under those sections, and is reduced when the company designates an amount
of carried-forward losses as unrestricted.

45. To the extent a banking company’s allowance is not used through designation in one
accounting period it is available in any other accounting period.

46. The allowance is not tied to an accounting period, so once a company has an amount of
allowance allocated to it, it may designate losses as unrestricted in any original return
or by amendment under the normal rules for amendment of a returns in Schedule 18
to FA 1998.

47. New section 269CI permits a building society to allocate carried-forward loss allowance
amongst the banking companies in its group. Group takes its meaning from new
section 269BD.

48. The section applies where:

• a building society is in a group; and

• the building society still has an amount of carried-forward loss allowance.

49. A building society is given an initial carried-forward loss allowance of £25,000,000.
Only the amount of allowance that has not previously been designated by the building
society or allocated to another company can be allocated under this section.

50. It is not necessary to allocate the full £25,000,000, and the building society may make
multiple allocations under this section up to the limit of its remaining amount of carried-
forward loss allowance in accordance with new subsection 269CH(5).

51. The building society can use the allowance without allocating it to itself, but a building
society may not use any amount of allowance that has been allocated to another
company.

52. A statement of allocation under this section must be submitted at or before the time
when a company submits a tax return, or an amendment is made to a tax return, which
makes a designation following the allocation made under this section. An officer of
Revenue and Customs may accept a statement as valid after the return is submitted.

53. Any allocations made under this section are fixed unless a re-allocation is made under
new section 269CJ.

54. New section 269CJ permits a building society to re-allocate the allowance amongst the
banking companies in its group, or to re-allocate to itself an amount previously allocated
to another company. Group takes its meaning from new section 269BD.

55. The section applies where:

• a building society is in a group;

• an allocation has previously been made under new section 269CI;

• there is a company in the group, including the building society, with more relevant
carried-forward losses than available carried-forward loss allowance; and
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• the additional carried-forward loss allowance which that company needs is greater
than the amount the building society could allocate from its own carried-forward
loss allowance under new section 269CI; but

• there is unused carried-forward loss allowance in another company in the group.

56. Only the amount of allowance that has not been designated can be re-allocated, and any
allowance previously allocated to a company that has since left the group will not be
available for re-allocation.

57. Any banking company, including the building society, which has an amount of
allowance re-allocated away from it no longer has that amount of allowance.

58. A statement of allocation under this section must be submitted at or before the time
when a company submits a tax return, or an amendment is made to a tax return, which
makes a designation following the re-allocation made under this section. An officer of
Revenue and Customs may accept a statement as valid after the return is submitted.

59. Any re-allocation made under this section is fixed, subject to a further re-allocation
made under this section.

60. New subsections 269CK(1) to (6) outlines the conditions for the targeted anti-avoidance
rule to apply. There are three conditions for an arrangement to be within the rule:

• the arrangement creates profits in a company with restricted reliefs that could
otherwise be used against those profits;

• the main benefit, or one of the main benefits, of the arrangement is to secure a tax
advantage for the company, or the company and connected companies; and

• the value of the tax advantage is greater than value of any other economic benefit of
the arrangements to the company, or the company taken with companies connected
with it.

61. New subsection 269CK(7) removes profits from relevant profits where they arise
from arrangements that meet the conditions. This effectively denies use of any of the
pre-2015 restricted reliefs against profits of the arrangements.

62. New subsection 269CK(8) gives definitions for the section.

63. New section 269CL defines when a company first begins carrying on relevant regulated
activity as the first time it has undertaken this activity. Where the company is a successor
to the relevant regulated activity of an older company, the successor inherits the start
date of the predecessor company; this also applies where the predecessor was a building
society.

64. New section 269CM brings joint ventures into the same groups as the companies
that jointly control it for the purposes of this part, relying on international accounting
standards definitions.

65. New section 269CN defines various terms for the Part.
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